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Caldwell Bipods are designed with all of the features
necessary for steady, accurate shooting, regardless of
the range.  Lightweight, rust-proof construction,
built-in swivel and cant (tilt) features allow precise

rifle positioning.  Two models allow you to adapt to any shooting situation, and fold forward when not
in use.  The Sitting Bipod adjusts from 14" to 30", permitting the shooter to fire from either the sitting
or kneeling position.  The Prone Bipod adjusts from 8-3/4" to 12", making it useful for shooting prone
or from the bench.  Both models are designed with a quick-detachable front swivel stud, allowing

easy attachment of your favorite sling.  Available in black or Mossy Oak Breakup® camo.

• Lightweight:  Prone Bipod weighs 10.5 oz; Sitting Bipod weighs 15 oz  
• 99% Rustproof:  Aluminum and glass-filled polymers make this Bipod 

virtually weatherproof  
• Cant:  18º of available cant (tilt) in either direction  
• Swivel:  Left or right 20º, without repositioning the Bipod's legs  
• Economical:  More features, and still considerably less expensive than other 

leading brands  
• Adjustable:  Prone Bipod adjusts from 8-3/4" to 12"; Sitting Bipod adjusts from 14 to 30"  
• Bipods fold forward when not in use 
• Easily attachable and detachable from the front swivel stud

Description ..........................................................................................................Color ....................................Product #
Sitting Bipod.........................................................................................................Black........................................335-235
Prone Bipod .........................................................................................................Black........................................457-855
Sitting Bipod .............................................................................................Mossy Oak Breakup ............................369-432
Prone Bipod..............................................................................................Mossy Oak Breakup ............................605-305

Caldwell Bipods

Caldwell Bipods

When you head for the range to sight in, target practice, load testing or for some serious
shooting, you only need to remember one name -- Caldwell.  From targets and target stands to

Rock Solid shooting rests, Caldwell has all your range equipment needs.

Sitting Bipod
Prone Bipod



The Rock™

The best way to determine the accuracy of your rifle and
ammunition is to shoot from a solid bench with a quality
shooting rest.  With precise repeatability of shots as your
goal, The Rock Deluxe Front Rest is the right tool for the
job.  New cast-iron base adds two pounds of stabilizing
mass.  Wide-based and rigid, The Rock helps eliminate the
human factor in shooting.  The Rock features a 1" diameter
steel center post with large elevation wheel, for quick
height adjustments from 4-1/2" to 7-1/4".  Three leveling
feet make set-up quick, and an adjustable forend stop helps
ensure shot-to-shot repeatability, plus a bubble level
mounted on the cradle.  The wide cradle accepts a variety
of bags (not included) to accommodate most stock configu-
rations.  

• Extra-wide stance for stability  
• Adjustable cradle blocks secure the rifle on the rest  
• Adjustable cradle height from 4-1/2" to 7-1/4"  
• Bubble level mounted on cradle 
• Forend Stop for quick re-targeting  
• Adjustable hard-point leveling feet  
• 5-1/2 lb. aluminum and steel construction  
• Center Post made from 1" diameter steel

Product # ..............................................................................................................................................................383-774

(Bags not included -
sold separately)

FRONT RESTS

The Rock Jr.™ 

Many of the features of The Rock in a smaller, lighter, economical package.
Stable, cast iron base features interchangeable non-slip rubber feet and hard
metal spikes to allow shooting from almost any surface.  Uses same
Universal Front Bags as The Rock enabling you to choose a configuration to
match your rifle. (Bags sold separately.)  Elevation wheel provides height
adjustment from 4-1/2" to 7-1/4" at your fingertips.  For sighting-in, test firing,
and informal competition, it's tough to beat.  Add a Universal Front Bag and
it's ready to go to the range.

Product # ............................................................................323-225
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(Bags not included -
sold separately)



Deluxe Universal Front and Rear Rest Bags

These innovative, high-quality leather and polyester Front and Rear Shooting Bags function with most brands of front rests.  The exclu-
sive hook and loop tabs on the Front Rests allow quick installation and removal from the cradle without the time-consuming need to
lace them on. The leather gives you a secure rest and the polyester, which will not stretch or sag, allows the bag to hold its shape.  This
combination makes for the best shooting bag on the market.  Choose the Narrow Bag for most sporting rifles, or the Medium and Wide
models for varmint and benchrest rifles.  The new Flat Top Front Rest is ideal for a handgun rest, but also adds extra height and can be
used with almost any style and width rifle or shotgun forend.  The Rear Bag supports the toeline of the stock for rock-solid positioning.
Now offered in two different heights, Standard for The Rock with 4" Center Post, and the Shoulder Saver Magnum Extended Bag for use
with The Rock with the 8" Center Post.  The Back Stop Rear Bag Stabilizer provides the ideal "seat" for Rear Bags when stability is an
issue.  Available filled with ground walnut shells, or unfilled.  The empty versions should be filled with fine, dry sand, or other dry, inert
fillers.  

Description ..........................................Unfilled # ..Filled #
Narrow Sporter (A) ................................391-981 ..108-325 
Medium Varmint (B)................................174-122 ..263-234
Wide Benchrest (C) ................................489-585 ..576-578
Flat Top (D) ............................................336-363 ..485-994
Rear Bag (E) ............................................226-645 ..598-458
Shoulder Saver Magnum Extended Rear 

Bag for use with 8" Center Post (F) ......158-002 ..445-389

Description ..........................................Unfilled # ..Filled #
Back Stop Rear Bag Stabilizer (G) ..........679-524..........N/A
2-Bag Set, Includes Medium Varmint 

Front Rest Bag and Rear Bag. ..............168-634 ..178-827
4-Bag Set, Includes Narrow, Medium, 

and Wide Front Bags, and Rear Bag. ....421-196 ..601-318

E.

F.

G.
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8" Shoulder Saver Magnum Center Post
for The Rock

Taller shooters and people shooting magnum calibers from the
bench will appreciate the more upright shooting position offered
by the Shoulder Saver Magnum Center Post.  The Shoulder Saver
Magnum Center Post positions the rifle as much as 4" higher than
our standard 4" Center Post.  Felt recoil is typically reduced as the
rifle rests more in  the pocket of your shoulder.  The  8" Shoulder
Saver Magnum Center Post allows adjustments from 8-1/2" to 11".
Easy to install.  

Description..........................................................Product #
8" Magnum Center Post..........................................319-214
8" Magnum Center Post and Magnum Rear Bag ....517-134
8"  Magnum Center Post with Cradle and 

Magnum Rear Bag ..............................................896-295

Bench Accessory Bags
What began as an improvement over the classic front rest bags
has been expanded to include a variety of accessory bags for
informal as well as competitive shooting.  Blending the idea of
combination leather and polyester rest bags with classic accessory
bags has resulted in new shapes, new uses, and a new look.  

Description ......................................Unfilled # ......Filled #
Number 1 (A) ....................................580-680 ......368-801
9-1/4" Tall, 3-1/2" in diameter, this cylindrical bag can be used as a buffer
bag between butt stock and shoulder for heavy recoil firearms; it can be
used as an ankle support in the kneeling position; or even as an practical
forend rest when the situation requires. 

Number 2 (B) ....................................697-339 ......774-317
7" square, approximately 1-3/4" tall, this Accessory Bag saves wear and
tear on elbows and forearms.

Number 3 (C) ....................................811-284 ......116-375
8' long, 5" wide, approximately 2-1/4" tall, this ingot-shaped bag has
many uses.  It can be used as a forearm or elbow rest; it can be used to
raise the height of the rear bag; it can be used between the buttstock and
the shoulder with heavy recoil long guns; a heel rest for handgun shoot-
ing; even as an practical front rest.

Number 1, 2, 3..................................506-490 ......343-375
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B.

C.

Extra Cradle for The Rock
Have more than one gun with different forend configurations?
Extra cradles with different bags makes shooting more than one
gun quick and easy.

Description..........................................................Product #
Extra Cradle with 4" Center Post ............................829-798
Extra Cradle with 8" Shoulder Saver 

Magnum Center Post............................................691-908



The Lead Sled

The Caldwell Lead Sled practically eliminates recoil!  The “Sled” reduces punishment to your shoulder up to 90% by trapping recoil
energy in the frame of the rest.  That makes your time at the range more enjoyable and provides for faster, more precise sight-in and
load development.  The lack of felt recoil while shooting also puts an end to flinching.  This prevents you from developing bad shoot-
ing habits that might cause problems in the field.  Designed for all calibers but is especially effective on medium to large caliber rifles
and shotgun slugs.  

Examples:  .30-06 - frame only reduces recoil 66%
12 gauge slug - one bag of lead shot reduces recoil 82%
458 Win Mag - two bags of lead shot reduces recoil 89%

The user-friendly portable design includes an adjustable-height front rest and large rubber feet.  Uses Caldwell brand Universal Front
Bags. (Bags not included.)  Some assembly required.

Product # ..............................................................................................................................................................820-216
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Uses same Deluxe Universal
Shooting Bags as other 

Caldwell Rests

Tray holds up to 4-25lb bags
of lead shot - 100lbs!

All steel construction
guarantees longevity

Rubber tipped feet offer
no-skid support on any flat

surface

Padded butt support protects the
finish of your firearm

Easy elevation
adjustment
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Eyes and Ears
Why risk your sight and hearing when enjoying your favorite shooting sports?
Caldwell Shooting Supplies now offers, Eyes & Ears, a one-package eye and ear
protection system.  So reasonably priced, everyone can afford these basic protec-
tive measures.  The attractive, wrap-around shooting glasses are available in both
clear and yellow.  Both styles offer the same protection, while the yellow models
improve contrast and aid the eyes to better focus on elusive targets.  The exclu-
sive design ear plugs feature a Noise Reduction Rating (NRR) of 30 dB, and are
made of a comfortable, form-fitting foam which provides a custom-fit for every
shooter.  This custom-fit allows them to be worn for extended shooting sessions.

Description ........................................................................................................................................................Product #
Clear Lenses ..........................................................................................................................................................540-507
Yellow Lenses........................................................................................................................................................189-476

The Steady Rest

The Caldwell Steady Rest combines all the features of a
traditional shooting rest into one convenient and trans-
portable unit.  The lightweight, one-piece assembly
offers stability and repeatability of shots and even
comes with a carrying handle.  Everything you need to
shoot accurately from the bench can be carried in one
hand, and can be set-up in a matter of seconds.  The
front bag elevation wheel provides finger-tip height
adjustment from 8-1/2" to 11".  The integral front and
rear bags offer performance comparable to conventional
sand-bags, yet you never have to fill them.  The innova-
tive "T" shape design of the base provides comfort and
stability on any flat surface, and a convenient storage
tray helps to organize your day at the range.

–

• Durable front and rear integral bags  
• Built in handle  
• Front bag height adjustment from 8.5" to 11"  
• Non-marring rubber feet  
• Front bag accommodates most forend widths  
• Convenient storage tray  
• Durable construction

Product # ..........................................................401-298

Built -In
Handle

Sanoprene Rests Provide
Support Comparable To
Traditional Filled Bags

Traditional Bag Contours

Storage Tray

Positive Grip
Rubber Feet

Easy Elevation 
Adjustment
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Deadshot™ Shooting Rests
Every hunter and shooter has done it.  You get all your gear ready and head to
the range, only to remember you don't have a good method of resting your
rifle while sighting-in.  Our new Caldwell Deadshot Rests help you avoid this
inconvenience.  These inexpensive, pre-filled shooting bags offer you solid
support in a system that is easy to transport.  Just set it on top of the shooting

bench and start shooting!  Made of durable, water-resistant 600 Denier polyester.  Front Shooting Rest
features a tough black leather top.  The front bag weighs approximately 8 pounds and the rear bag
weighs approximately 1-1/2 pounds.

Description................................................................................................................Product #
Deadshot Front Shooting Rest ......................................................................................516-620
Deadshot Rear Shooting Rest .......................................................................................640-721

Handy™ Shooting Rest

For sighting-in, target practice, or for informal
plinking from the bench, nothing beats a shoot-
ing rest.  The low-cost alternative to traditional
steel and aluminum rests, the Handy Shooting
Rest is lightweight and easily portable.  The
durable front bag is molded in the traditional
contour of a filled leather bag and provides com-
parable support.  The convenient elevation
wheel offers 2-1/2" of vertical adjustment.  Constructed of heavy-duty polymers,
this rest will deliver years of service.

Product # ................................................................................................323-593

On Target™ Handgun Rest
With Caldwell's On-Target Handgun Rest, load development and sight-
ing in have never been easier.  The soft, over-molded cradle provides
almost 4" of vertical adjustment and the soft over-molded hand support
can be locked securely in five different horizontal positions.  Made of
heavy-duty polymers, this rest is both lightweight and built to stand up
to years of hard use.

Product # ...................................................................................113-390



Plink N' Swing™
Action Swinging

Targets
Shooting is just plain fun
when you can see and hear
the impact of your bullets.
Next time you go to the range,
take the Caldwell Plink N' Swing Targets.  Both the swingers and
frames are made of durable high-carbon steel to provide you with
endless shooting fun.

Description..........................................................Product #
Plink N' Swing 22 Rimfire ....................................147-072
1-3/4", 2-1/2" & 3-1/2" targets

Plink N' Swing Centerfire Handgun Double Spin ..133-565
3" & 4-1/2" targets  (for up to 45 ACP, 44 Special)

Red Shooting Spots not included. 
Sold separately (below).

TARGETS & TARGET ACCESSORIES

Target Stand
The Caldwell Portable Target Stand is the
stoutest, go anywhere, target stand available
on the market today.  It is sturdy, yet light-
weight and portable.  Reasonably priced,
practical, and convenient, it will make you
the envy of everyone else at the range with
their contrived target stands that fall over with the slightest
breeze.  The corrugated, plastic backing (included) provides a
weather-resistant, long lasting, easily replaceable surface on
which to attach your targets.  Packaged with an assortment of 10
Caldwell Insta-View Targets, it's range-ready, right out of the box.

• Portable and storable  
• Easily sticks in even the hardest ground  
• Formed and welded from 5/16" steel   
• Weighs less than 2-1/2 lbs., 24" wide x 35" tall  
• Includes 10 assorted Caldwell Insta-View Targets

Description..........................................................Product #
Target Stand ..........................................................146-108
Replacement Target Backer, 3 Pack ........................186-425

Insta-View Targets
Do you have trouble seeing point of impact on traditional paper targets?  Do you want instant
visual gratification, instead of searching for the hit?  If so, then Caldwell Insta-View Targets are
just the ticket!  Upon bullet impact the black field flakes off leaving a readily visible fluores-
cent yellow ring around the bullet hole.  No more walking downrange to check your group.
You can see it from the firing line!  

• Instantly visible ring around bullet hole 
• Great for open sights and scopes 
• Works for all calibers and distances 
• Insta-View targets come in 8" and 4" round sizes

Description ........................................................................................................................................................Product #
Insta-View Targets 4", 40 Targets (10 sheets of 4 targets per sheet) ........................................................................520-408
Insta-View Targets 4", 160 Targets (40 sheets of 4 targets per sheet) ......................................................................489-417
Insta-View Targets 8", 10 Targets (10 sheets or 1 target per sheet) ..........................................................................544-646
Insta-View Targets 8", 40 Targets (40 sheets of 1 target per sheet) ..........................................................................187-070
Insta-View Assortment Pack, 5 of the 8" Targets & 20 of the 4" Targets (in 5 sheets) ..............................................296-442
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Description...............................................................Product #

1" Fluorescent Orange Spots (100 each) ....................311-885

2" Fluorescent Orange Spots (50 each) ......................477-548

3" Fluorescent Orange Spots (50 each) ......................378-740

5" Fluorescent Orange Spots (25 each) ......................162-413

3" B-52 Fluorescent Orange Spots (50 each) (A)........385-510

3" B-47 Fluorescent Orange Spots (50 each) (B)........779-994

3" B-28 Fluorescent Orange Spots (50 each) (C)........223-193

1" Fluorescent Orange Squares (100 each) ................785-026

2" Fluorescent Orange Squares (50 each) ..................271-397

3" Fluorescent Orange Squares (50 each) ..................473-392

1" C-1 Fluorescent Orange Squares (100 each) (D)...588-977

2" C-2 Fluorescent Orange Squares (50 each) (E) ......278-427

3" C-3 Fluorescent Orange Squares (50 each) (F) ......177-658

A. B. C.

D. E. F.

Shooting Spots and Squares
The self adhesive Orange Fluorescent Spots and Squares provide increased visibility.

Target Pasters
Reuse your targets with these
self-adhesive pasters.  500 3/4"
square pasters per roll.

Description ..........Product #
Black ......................559-286
White .....................106-061
Off-White ...............376-117
Brown ....................279-932


